CALL FOR PAPERS! Submit your manuscript today:
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Call for Cases from the Emerging Economies Cases Journal for the inaugural issue

Emerging Economies Cases Journal housed at IIM-Rohtak and published by SAGE Publications invites scholars and practitioners to contribute cases to the inaugural issue of journal. The journal is bi-annual, double-blind, and peer-reviewed publication.

Emerging Economies Cases Journal provides a platform for academicians and industry practitioners to share cases on the application of management concepts to complex real-world business situations. Through these cases, the journal endeavors to facilitate teaching through cases, build analytical skills, generate animated discussions during class and bridge the gap between theory and practice. While decisional cases across various disciplines of management are the primary focus of this journal, relevant descriptive cases will also be considered for publication. Contributions are limited to the English language. We appeal to you to contribute cases to the journal and further request you to circulate this information to your colleagues in academics and industry.

The submission guidelines are here: https://in.sagepub.com/en-in/sas/emerging-economies-cases-journal/journal203527#submission-guidelines

Submission of manuscripts should be made electronically at https://peerreview.sagepub.com/eec